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This invention relates to card games and, more par 
ticularly, to a card game based upon the science and 
method of play of baseball. I 
A principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a card game by which the various plays of baseball 
may be represented in detail and in conformity with the 
nationally recognized methods and rules of the playing 
of baseball, and in the playing of which the players may 
fully utilize their knowledge of the science and strategy of 
baseball. . 

Another object of the invention is to provide a card 
game in the playing of which the baseball knowledge of 
the player is the major element of success and in which 
the element of chance has been reduced to a minimum. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a card 

game by which offense and defense playsare represented 
in detail and are at all times fully under control of the 
respective players. 
Yet another object is to provide a card game in which 

the success of the players largely depends upon their 
knowledge of the “official rules of baseball.” 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
game which so faithfully represents the various andintri 
cate plays of baseball as to be fully adapted for use in the 
teaching of “inside baseball” or the conducting of what is 
known as “Skull-practice.” - 
A further object of the invention is to provide a game 

of cards to simulate a game of baseball in which a play 
ing ?eld and playing cards are used, the. cards being so 
arranged that the play of the same will closely resemble 
the play in an actual game of baseball. . ' 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

card game resembling a baseball game in which the ability 
of the individual player to hit, walk, ?eld, or steal, and 
the type of pitching encountered are factors in the game. 
A still further object is to provide a game of cards to 

simulate a game of baseball in which a playing ?eld’is 
used having means for supporting the cards in stack for 
mation, during play and for supporting the cards in 
storage. ' 

It is further proposed to provide a game of this charac 
' ter which is simple and compact in construction and which 
can be manufactured and sold at a reasonable cost. 
For further comprehension of the invention, and of the 

objects and advantages thereof, reference will be had to 
the following description and accompanying drawings, 
and to the appended claims in which the various novel 
features of the invention are more particularly set forth. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a material part 
of this disclosure: . 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a game board representing a 
baseball playing ?eld embodying the invention. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary plan view showing the playing 
?eld extension in folded condition forserving as a pocket 
for the playing cards. ' 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on the plane; of the 
line 3-3 of Fig. 1. ~ ‘ .Vi ' 
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.Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on the plane of the line 
4'—4 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is a view showing both faces of a “First Base” 
playing card. 

Fig. 6 is a view showing both faces of a 
playing card. 7 

Fig. 7 is a view showing both faces of a “Center Field” 
playing card. ' 
Fig. 8 is a view showing both faces of a 

playing card. 
Fig. 9 is a view showing both faces of a 

playing card.‘ 
Fig. 10 is a face view of an offensive playing card. 
Fig. 11 is a face view of an offensive playing card. 
Fig. 12 is a View showing both faces of an offensive 

card. i 

Fig. 
card. 

Fig. 
Fig. 
Fig. 
vFig. 

Card.” 
Fig. 18_is a face view of a player’s card. 
Fig. 19 is a view showing both faces of another “First 

Base” playing card. 
Fig. 20 is a view showing both faces of still another 

“First Base” playing card. 
Fig. 21 is a view showing both faces of a “Second 

Base” playing card. 
Fig. 22 is a view showing both faces of a “Shortstop” 

playing card. ‘ 
Fig. 23 is a view showing both faces of a “Third Base” 

playing card. , 
. The game is played on a playing ?eld 10 in the form 

of a baseball ?eld including a diamond and an out?eld. 
A deck 11 of playing cards is used and a card 12 for 

“Catcher” 

“Left Field” 

“Right Field” 

13 is a view showing both faces of an offensive 

14 is a face view of a “Walk Card.” , 
15 is a face view of a “Strikeout” card. 
16 is a face view of a “Triple Play” card. 
17 is a view showing both faces of an “Error 

. each of the eighteen players on the two opposing teams. 
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The game is played by two opponents o?iciating as man 
agers of the two opposing teams and before the game the 
managers arrange the batting order or line-up of their re 
spective teams. 

' The players represented by the cards 12 are given ar 
bitrary numbers and are classi?ed as to their ?elding abil 
ity' as players by the letters “a,” “b,” “c” or “d,” and 
are further classi?ed as to their ability to get on base by 
a walk when at bat by the notations “wa,” “wb,” “we” 
or “wd.” 
The imaginary pitchers of the two teams are also classi 

?eld as to their pitching ability by the numbers “1,” “2,” 
n3,» “4” or “5.” 
The deck-includes playing cards 13 on the top side 

of which are printed the various positions on the playing 
?eld, such as “First Base,” “Second Base,” “Third Base,” 
“Shortstop,” “Center Field,” “Left Field,” “Right Field” 
and “Catcher.” Each card 13 is given a number on the 
right-hand corner of its reverse side to indicate its value. 
The cards 13 are piled on the playing ?eld at their'respec 
tive positions. For example, the cards 13 labeled “First 
Base” are piled up on the ?rst base position on the play— 
ing ?eld. ‘ 

There are seven “First Base” cards, four of which are 
numbered “8” on all of which is printed at the top of 
the reverse side of the following: “If there is no runner 
on base or two outs Ground Out to First Base.” This 
indicates that if there is no runner on the bases or if two 
batters are already‘out, the batter has grounded out to the 
?rst baseman and the batter is scored as out. All of the 
“First Base” cards numbered “8” also have printed under 
neath various combinations of possible plays which result 
when the ball is grounded to the ?rst baseman and there 



3 
are runners on the bases, each card having different plays 
Printed therein. . . ._ . 

For‘ekamplei‘onei‘of‘said““8” cat‘dsi'h‘as'ip’rintedtheie'on 
“But if there“ are runners on base it is a ‘a’ “b"‘c‘"" ground? 
ballf'frdntl runne'riis ‘forced: o‘utf'battér is’safé‘ .‘d’ "groifind 
out, runners advance one base.” This indicatestliat’if‘ 
the't?élde‘r'is" classi?ed as‘an-“a” “b” or“ “c” pl'ayerj'the 
hall hit by the batter to the} ?rst baseman is thEiifthriiwn" 
by him 'to7force': out'ithe' front ‘ r‘u’n‘n‘erT who‘ is 'scbre'd’ as 
out, the‘batter being scored as safe. If the ?elder-ire; 
“d” playergthe batter‘ is considered‘as having grounded 
out tothe ?rst baseman and the batter is scored‘ as" out," 
and the‘runne'r‘or' run'n'ersbn'E théib'ase's a‘dvan‘ce‘ one‘b'ase 
each. A sample “First Base” card numbered““8\" is=il1u§~" 
trated‘in' Fig? 5. g I h r . ; 

There is‘a; s_ingle“'“First Base” card numhered3“l0”_on 
which‘is’pirinte'd “Pop Out to'Fifsf'Ba‘sé" whichiis‘rsuelf 
explanatory. A sample “First Base” card numbered “'10” 
is'shown‘in' Fig} 19L‘ ~ . 

There are two “First Base” cardsnumhered “11," 
of which has printe’dj thereon"‘Fou1-' Oilt‘td First Base” 
which i’sg‘s‘elf-‘explanatoryé. _ I n k . ‘_ 

The‘ other “First Base” cardinumbe're‘dml'l” has‘priti't’ed 
thereon “Foul Oi1t‘to First Basel” If'theie‘afe three‘artim 
ners on base batter “is injured and will be out for‘?v’e‘ 
games. But if‘ there‘ are‘ two or le'ssrlunnersf on‘ base 
there is no injury. This indicates that: thefb’attef has 

fouled out to the ?rstbaseman and is" sc‘rr'rie‘diasL If there are three‘ runners on base at the time; the batter 

is injured and must stay out of‘ the-next ?ve‘gaihesi 
Thi's'is“ accomplished by" leaving‘ the injured batter’s’ca‘rd 
12 out of the‘player’s deck. If there are" two? ot‘jless 
n‘i'n'ne‘r'sion'the base" when the’ batter fouls-sent,‘ theiréi is 
no injury. ’ A sample “First Base card numbered “1:1‘” is‘ 
shown in'Fig“. 20. _ _ 

There are twelve “Second Base” cards, four‘ or 

“9,” ahd ?ve‘ rilimbered “10.” All‘: the‘ “SéCCifd‘BdSé” 
éards have printed at the top of the following?l “If' there 
is‘no runner onfba's'e’ or two outs Ground OutTo ‘Sec'on'd 
Base" and underneath is printed’ vaiious eornbirihtibh? 
of possible‘ plays;_\vhich result-when" the‘rbial‘l' is‘yh'it‘rto 
the second baseman‘ and there‘ are" ruhners" on‘ the’bifses"; 
each card having different plays printed thereon; depend; 
in; on whether the ?elderis‘ class‘ “a”? “b” .or‘ ‘far’ 
I‘n’forrir, e‘a'cli “SécjondBasw-card'is similar tome-“First 
Base” card‘ numbered “8”_ illustrated in Fig‘: 5'; but has‘ 
different combinations'lof plays'therebni A‘sa'rhple‘ ond Base” card’ numbered} “6” is‘ shown in’ Fig. 21-‘; 

‘ There are fourteen “Shortstop” cards, ten of which are 
numbered “7,” three of which" arenumbered‘ “8"? and 
One Of which’ is'nurhber'ed‘ “9".” . All of the" “Shortstop” 
cards have printed at the top the folldwifig'r “If tlie'i’é 
is‘norunner on‘ base or two'out‘s?rdutid' Out'To Sli’ort 
stop”_ and‘ underneath’. is‘ printed various? combinatio'hs 
of possible plays, depending upon theicl'a's’s‘ of the'?eldei‘, Y 
which result when the ball is'ih'it tothe'playénat-shorts?p 
and‘ there are fu'n'ners on the‘ bases‘; each‘ da'r‘d' haijiih'g 
different plays printedhthereohf; the card beih’g‘ sii?iia'r 
in form and appearance to‘ they “Firsr't- s’a‘sej ~chard n'iihi 
bored “8” illustrated‘ Fig; 5‘, having differeh’t'plgiys . 
thereon. A sample “Sh'oftstop” c'a'i'd' nu‘riiiietéa’ “7" is 

shown vin Fig. 22. H _ _ . ._ . _ 1 Nihe"“‘Thilrd Base” cards are prfdvidéidls‘iir o‘f-wlii'éif are 

numbered “9351s: numbered “16” grid two niihible'jr'ed 
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20 

the topf‘If. there is no runner on base or two: outshGrou'?d 
Out to Third Base.” _Underneath is in edi v‘a'?f?us 
wmbisatibns ‘if were 1513195 .iVEiTéh" 5551.112 de?é'?ai?s 
upon the class of the ?elder, when lballi's'j hi't'td' the 
third baseman, each card‘uhavinguditferejnt printed 
thereon, and beingusimilar in form to the “First‘Ba'se” 
card illustrated in Fig. {5. v ‘ 

The “Third Base” card numbered “10” has printed 

_ . 4 

thereon the following: “Pop Out to Third Base” which is 
self-explanatory. 
One of the “Third Base” cards numbered “11” reads 

“Foul Out to Third Base” which is self-explanatory. 
The other “Third Base” card numbered “ll” reads 

“Foul Out to Third Base. If there are two or more 
runners on base batter isT'oTit‘fér two games. But if 
there hairless th’ah‘" twdjriinn‘ers" on» base there is no in 
jury.” This indicates that the batter has fouled out to 
the third ba’s'einar'i‘ahd ‘isHcbr'éda's‘Outf Furthermore, 
if there" w'e‘ie’two->=drfmore\'runnets ‘on base at the time 
the batter fouled out, the‘ batter is injured and must stay 
out of the next twd‘g'aih’e‘sf lfiles's‘than‘ two men were on 
base, there is no injury. A sample “Third Base” card 
numbered “9” is shown in Fig. 23. 

Nine “Catcher” cards are provided, four of which are 
numbered‘ “8:,” one-numbered1“l0” and three numbered 
“11-” and‘ one' numbered “12.” 

or“ two ‘outs-‘Strike'Outf’ Underneath ' is‘ printed ‘various 
p'bséiblel plays=whiehi result, depending upon the class‘ 
ofithei?elderg'when'the batte'r' strikes out‘and ‘the catcher 
th-rbwsito the’ibaselito throw'out‘ aru'nne‘r, each cardhav 
ingé’vditfereiit" playsY'pr-inted thereon. 

Another‘ of'said‘“8*’ cards» has‘printe'd on-the top “If 
there is no runner on base or two outs Foul Out To 
Catcher” a'nd'underneathhre printed possible plays which 
resultfif ther'e‘are" men" on? the bases and the catcher 
throws in an-“attempt to throw a runner outythe results 
depending,‘ upon the class-'of‘ the‘ ?elder. 
The fdljl'th‘ Of‘said‘ “8” car'dshas printed on the top 

“If5 there are no‘ runners“ on base or‘ two‘ outs Dribble‘ 
Oh’: to the-Catcher” and-‘underneath are printed possible 
plays when this occurs, depending upon the class’ of the 
?elder.‘ A'sample'catcher’sward numbered “8” is illus 
trated in-‘Figir?s' _ y 

The single‘“1'0” car'diis“ blank‘ on'th'e reverse side. 
Two‘of-the' “11” eardse'ach‘re'ad “Foul Out to Catcher" 

which‘ is ’selfLéxplanator'y. ‘ 
The'third‘ “Isl” eard'r'eadsmFoul Out to‘ Catcher. If 

there'are two‘ or'more runners’ on base'batter' is? out for 
two games. But if there are less? than two' runners‘ on 
base there‘ i's‘np injury” which is"se'lf-explanatory. 

ThesihgIe “12" card‘ is‘blank~ on the’ reverse side. 
The deck' includes" six “Center Field” cards,‘ three of 

which are numbered “6;” ohe' numbered “7" and‘ two 
numbered “12.” The “6” cards'and the single “7” card 
each-‘reads at the top “It'the‘re‘is no’r'unner' on base or 
twii'outsr Flyv Out' to ‘Center Field” which‘ is‘ self-explana 
tory. Underneath is‘ printed possible plays‘ which result 
ifthe batter ?ie's'oht'to ‘the center ?elder and there are 
runners‘ on base. A‘ sample “6” card is illustrated in 
Fig-7'. . ‘ 

One of tlie'“1-2*’ cards-reads “Fly‘Out toCentcr Field 
rilnriers' advance one base” which indicates that the 
batter has ?ied out to the center ?elder and the batter 
is?scdredr" as outgrbut‘ the runner- or runners‘ advance one \ 
Base eabh: . 

Tli‘é‘ other “Ii-2” 'cfa'r‘d‘ reads" “Li' ‘ Out to Center Field 
runner‘siidvaiic'e'io'?e base.” This-inditiat'e's that‘ the'batter 
lined oiiit' t'o'i th€_c‘en?ter4?elder' and‘ the batter is scored‘ as 
disparate rhiihét's advance one base each. 

~Six “Left Field“ éards'a‘re included: in the deck; three 
ofwhi‘ch “5,” one numbered‘ “6" and two 
?i'lzl'tnhéf‘é‘?’ "12.” three “5” and the one “.6”, Cards 
each‘read “If there is___no runner on base or two outs 
F19‘ out it; Le'ftFi’el " which is selfaeitp'lanatory. Un 
derneath‘ ‘are’ printed possible‘ plays which result if the 
hattjéri?i’é’s oiit' w the leftl?ie'lder and there are" runners 

Base. A simple “5” card‘ is illh‘s‘t‘r‘ate'd in‘ Fig. 8. 
The two “12” cards read “Line Out to Left Field 

i?irfn‘er~ on‘ scores. other ruhn’e'rs hold their bases.” 
This indicates that the batter has lined out to the left 
?elder and is scored as out, and that the runner on third 

Two‘of the “8” cards‘ 
have printed on the top “If there is'norun'ne‘r on‘base 



~FlyOut to Left.” 

a Fly Out to Center. 

bases.” 
‘monds” 'and one labeled “Four of Diamonds” each read 

5 
scores and the other runners hold their positions on the 
bases. ~ ' ' : > 

Four “Right Field” cards are provided, all of which 
are numbered “6” and all of which have printed on the 
top the following: “If there is no runner on base Fly 
Out to Right Field.” Underneath are printed possible 
plays which result if the batter ?ies out to the right 
?elder and there are runners on base. A sample‘ “6” 
card is illustrated in Fig. 9. g 
The deck also includes seventeen “offensive” playing 

cards 14 representing ground balls hit to the various posi 
tions on the playing ?eld, all of said cards having num 
bers on their right-hand corners, indicating the values of 
the cards. One of the seventeen cards has printed there 
on “Ground Ball Hit to First Base” and is numbered 
“9”; four read “Ground Ball Hit to Second Base” and 
are numbered “8”; ?ve read “Ground Ball Hit to Short 
stop,” four of which are numbered “7” and one numbered 
“12”;three read “Ground Ball Hit to Third Base” and 
are numbered “9”; two read “Fly Ball Hit to Center 
Field” and are numbered “10”; one reads “Fly Ball Hit 
to Left Field” and is numbered “10”; and one reads “Fly 
Ball Hit to Right Field” and is numbered “11.” 

‘_ A sample card 14 is illustrated in Fig. 10. 
There are also provided twenty-one offensive cards 15 

of various suits, such as hearts, spades, diamonds and 
clubs with the representations of the suits printed thereon, 
and all indicating a hit or a ?y out to one of the out?eld 
positions. Of ‘these twenty-six cards 16, six are of the 
heart suit. One card of said six is labeled “Ace of 
Hearts” and reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center. If it 
is a ?y out, runners advance one base.” Another card 
is labeled “Two of Hearts” and reads “A Hit or a Fly 
Out to Right. If it is a ?y out runner on third scores. 
Other runners hold their bases.” Another card is 
labeled “Three of Hearts” and another “Four of Hearts” 
and each reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Right.” The ?fth 

:is labeled “Six of Hearts” and reads “A Hit or a Fly 
Out to Left.” 
The spade suit has six cards. One of the six spade 

.cards islabeled “Ace of Spades” and another is labeled 
“Two of Spades” and each reads “A Hit or Fly Out to 
Left. If it is a ?y out, runners advance one base.” 
Another card is labeled “Three of Spades” and another is 
labeled “Four of Spades” and each reads “A Hit or a 

ofSpades” and reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center.” 
The diamond suit includes six cards. One of . said 

cards is labeled “Ace of Diamonds” and reads “A Hit or 
If it is a ?y out runners advance 

one base.” Another card is labeled “Two of Diamonds” 
and reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center. If it is a fly 
out runner on third scores. Other runners hold their 

Two other cards, one labeled “Three of Dia— 

“A Hit or a Fly Out to Center.” Another card islabeled 
“Five of Diamonds” and reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to 
Left.” The other card is labeled “Six of Diamonds” and 
reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center.” 
The club suit includes six cards. One card is labeled 

. “Ace of Clubs” and reads “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center. 
If it is a ?y out, runners advance one base.” A second 
card is labeled “Two of Clubs” and reads “A' Hit or a 
Fly Out to Center. If it is a ?y out, runner on third 
scores. Other runners hold their bases.” Two cards, 
one labeled “Three of Clubs” and one labeled “Four of 
Clubs”’each read “A Hit or a Fly Out to Center.” A 
?fth card is labeled “Six of Clubs” and reads “A Hit or 
a Fly Out to Right.” I 
A sample card 15 is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
The playing deck also includes ?ve offensive cards 16 

labeled “Sacri?ce, Bunt, Squeeze Play, Hit and Run.” 
'One of saidvcards, for example, reads “Sacri?ce-Batter 
is out. Runners advance one base. Squeeze Play— 
Batter pops out. Runners hold. Hit and Run-Batter 

The ?fth of-such'cards islabeled “Six . 
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6 
grounds out. Runners advance one base. Batter is 
safe. lFront runner is out. Other runners advance‘ one 
base.” A sample of one of said cards 16 is illustrated 
in Fig. 12. 

Three offensive cards 17 labeled “Steals and Risks” are 
also included in the deck. Said cards 17 show the re 
sults of attempted single steals, double steals, triple steals 
and other risks attempted by the players. A sample card 
17 is illustrated in Fig. 13 and is self-explanatory. 
The offensive cards also include nine cards 18 labeled 

“Walk Cards,” each card being divided into four columns 
headed “wa” “wb” “we” and “wd” indicating the classes 
into which the players of the teams are divided according 
to their ability to obtain a walk when at bat. A sample 
card 18 is illustrated in Fig. 14 and is self-explanatory. 
Four cards indicated at 19 and labeled “Strike Out” ' 

are also included in the deck. The cards are numbered 
at the right-hand corners to indicate their values. Two 
of the cards are labeled “Strike Out” and are numbered 
“0.” One is labeled “Strike Out” and numbered “11.” 
It reads “If there are two runners or more on base there 
is an injury. Batter is out with injuries for two games.” 
This indicates that if the batter strikes out when there 
are two runners or more on the bases, he is injured and 
cannot play for the next two games. A fourth card is 
labeled “Strike Out” and numbered “12” and reads “If 
there are three runners on base, batter is injured ?ve 
games.” In this case, the batter cannot play in the next 
?ve games. A sample “Strike Out” card is illustrated in 
Fig. 15. > 

Another card indicated at 20 and labeled “Triple Play” 
and numbered “12” is included in the playing deck. The 
card 20 is illustrated in Fig. 16. 
The playing deck also includes three cards 21 labeled 

“Error Card,” which signi?es that a player is to pick 
out a card from the Error pack. A sample “Error Card” 
is illustrated in Fig. 17. ' 
A player’s card 12 is illustrated in Fig. 18 and has 

printed thereon at the top the name of the player, his 
position on the ?eld, his rank by letter as a ?elder, the 
number he has been assigned and his rank as a walker 
when at bat. The card is divided into ?ve vertical columns 
numbered at the top from left to right, “1” “2” “3” “4” and 
“5 ’ indicating the class or type of pitching encountered 
by the player when at bat. The card is further divided 
into six horizontal columns representing from top to 
bottom, respectively, the aces, twos, threes, fours, ?ves 
and sixes of the various suits shown on playing cards 15 
and opposite the names of the various suits in each vertical 
column appears the Word “out” or suitable abbreviations 
indicating that the batter made a one base hit, a two 
base hit, a three base hit, a home run, a pop out, etc. 
The player’s card can only be viewed if the deck card 
says “A Hit” or “A Fly Ball.” On the card 12 the ab 
breviations stand for the following: “1b” a one base hit; 
“2b” a two base hit; “hr” home run; “hr l-6” home run if 
cards numbered “1” to “6” are picked; “3b 1-12” three 
base hit if cards numbered “1” to “12” are picked; “p0” 
pop out; “po 9—l2” pop out if cards numbered “9” to "12” 
are picked, etc. 

In playing the game, the numbers assigned to the play 
ers of each team are totaled. For example, the numbers 
of the players on each team might total forty-two, for 
example. The following arbitrary table has been ?xed for 
designating a team’s standing as to its liability to commit 
errors in ?elding: 

.Tearn totals: Rating 
49-57 __; _________________________________ __ ?rst 

45-48 ___'_ ___________ _; _________________ __~ second 

40—44 ____________ __-_ _____________________ __ third 

1-39 ' ___________________________________ __ fourth 

' This indicates that the team whose players numbers 
total from 49 to 57, inclusive, have the best record for 
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playing errorless ; ball, . the team .whose . total is from 45 
to 148,>inolu‘sive, thesecond best, the-teamxwith totals:40 
to 44, inclusive, is next, and the team with totals.1.to‘39, 
inclusive,“ the fourth. 

In vplaying the game, the. cards are thoroughly shu?led 
and'distributed and stacked» on theirrespective positions 
on‘the playing ?eld 10-with the top‘labeledsides upper 
most. The playingcards arevthoroughly shuftledand 
stacked ‘on the pit'eher’s i-box. The v“Sacrifice, IBunt, 
Squeeze‘ Play, Hit- and Run Cards”~1‘6, and the “Steals and 
Risks” cards 17 are piled in separate stacks off of the 
playing‘?eld ‘but convenient to the player. The‘manager 
oftthelteam at bat'selects the card of the playerwho'is 
?rst atbat, ‘as appears from the batting order,>and with 
this player’s card as‘a- guide he 'picks'the top card off of 
the pack-of cards '14-onthe pitcher‘s box. He reads and 
follows 'the instructions on the reverse'side of the card 
and on the player’s card. For example, ifthe card 14 
picked reads “Ground Ball Hit to ‘First Base” he picks 
the top card marked ‘g‘First Base” piled up at the ‘?rst 
base position. 'If it.is a “First Base” card numbered “8" 
reading, for example, “If there is’ no runner on base or two 
outs Ground Out to First Base,” the batter is considered 
to'have grounded out to the ?rst baseman and is scored 
as. out. Another player’s card is'then selected‘ and a card 
picked from the stack on the pitcher’s box and the in 
structions and results printed on such card and on the 
player’s card are followed. ‘For example, this second 
cardpicked might be a “Second Base” card numbered "6” 
reading in part as follows: '“But if there are runners on 
base, it is an ‘a’ ‘b’ ‘c’ or"d’ ground out, runners advance 
vone base.” If we suppose there are runners on base, we 
look at the?elder’s card 12 and if he is an “a” “b” “c” or 
“d” class player, .he is considered to have grounded out 
to the second baseman and he is scored as out, but the 
runners advance one base each. The picking of cards 
continues until three batters are scored as out. 
The manager of the opposing team takes his turn at 

‘picking the cards off of the pitcher’s box and following 
instructions until three of his batters are scored as out 
whenttthe inning is considered as over. 

.If a walk card 18 is picked for the batter, the batter’s 
rankingis ‘found from his card, whether “we” “wb” “wc” 
‘or “wd,” and the result is found underneath his respective 
rank. ’ 

If the vbatter desires to attempt to steal, a “Steals and 
Risks” card ‘17 is taken from the top of such deck of 
cards 17 and the result will be read on the card. 

In order to sacri?ce, bunt, pull a squeeze or a hit and 
run play, acard 16 is taken from the top of the deck of 
“Sacri?ce, Bunt, Squeeze Play, Hit and Run” cards and the 
results Will appear on the card. 

After each inning the main deck of cards are reshu?led 
and stacked in their respective positions. 

In order tochange a pitcher, the manager of the team 
‘on the defensive merely cuts the deck of cards on the 
pitcher’s box. 
To ascertain if a batter advances two bases on a base 

hit and three bases on a double, the next card on the 
top of the deck on the pitcher’s box is pulled. If the card 
is numbered “6” or over, the runner or runners advance 
‘two bases on a ‘single .and three bases on a double. If 
the card is numbered "5” or lower, the runners one base 
on a single and two bases on a double. , 

The printing matter on the different cards is so ar~ 
ranged that when the game is played intelligently and 
skillfully the ‘play closely follows the play ‘in a regular ' 
outdoor ‘baseball game. A complete box score may be 
kept showing the hits, runs, errors, etc. of each play. 
Suitable coins, disks, buttons or the like ‘may be used 

wto indicate base runners and which are to be placed on; 
the proper base or bases and moved from base to base or 
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to the home plate as the play on the card or cards indicate 
and ‘as theggamerproceeds. 
An important feature-of the invention is the, provision 

of :anextension to the. playingv ?eld, indicated ‘at‘22. This 
extension is rectangular in shape. and'is formed integrally 
with the'playing ?eld, the extensionxbeing separated there~ 
from ~by~a groove .23 to‘ permit folding of the extension. 
It provides ready means for supportingdecks of playing 
‘cards'in‘stacked formation in spaced relation during‘ the 
playing of the game. The spacing or separatingrmeans 
for the stacks takes the form of. pairs of tabs 24 outstruck 
‘from the material oftheextension and. aligned crosswise 
of the extension with. alternating single outstruck tabslS 
therebetween :and centrally of the pairs of tabs. This 
construction divides the extension for supporting :in 
spaced relation three stacks of cards such as the ‘:‘Error" 
cards v21, the “Steals and Risks” cards 17 and the‘ “Sacri-' 
?ce, Bunt, Squeeze Play,-Hit and -Run”.cards 16. 
‘When the game is not being played, the extension” 

may 'be folded ‘over "the playing ?eld 10 'as shown in 
Fig. 2, and‘thetbottom edge fastened to the playing?eld 
10 by means of socket‘fasteners 26 mountedvonithe 
bottom edge of the extension coasting with stud fasteners 
27 mounted on the playing'?eld. The upper edge ofthe 
‘extension is unattached whereby the extension is converted 
into a, pocket 28 for storing the playing cards when not 
in use. 

The playing ?eldlt) is also formed with lateral projec 
tions 29 and 30 forming extensions of the “First Base" 
and “Third Base” positions, respectfully, and ‘withpro 
-jections 31, ‘32 and.33 forming extensions of the “Left 
Field,” v“Center Field” and “Right Field” positions, re~ 
spectively. These projections can be readily graspedby 
the ‘?ngerso‘f the user‘to facilitate manipulation ohthe 
game board. 
While I have “illustrated and described the preferred 

embodiment ofi'ny invention, it is to be understoodtthat 
I do not limit myself to the precise construction .‘herein 
disclosed and 'the right is reserved to all changes .and 
modi?cations coming within the‘scope of the invention 
as-de?ned in the appended‘claim. 
Having thus‘described my invention, What I claim as 

‘new, and desire to ‘secure ‘by ‘United States Letters Pat 
ent is: 

In abaseball card'game, a game board ‘bearing a repre 
sentation of a diamond and out?eld, each having a 
plurality of playing positions, the playing positions on 
the diamond comprising ahome plate, a ?rst base, second 
base-and third base, the out?eld playing positions com 
prising left ?eld, ‘center ?eld, and right ?eld, said ‘game 
board having an extension projecting laterally of “the 
diamondadjacent the home ‘plate, said game board being 
formed with a groove for dividing the extension from 
the game board proper'and for facilitating folding of ‘the 
extension 'over the game board, a plurality of tabs struck 
out fromithe ‘material of the extension and spaced from 
each other and arranged to retain decks of playing-cards 
in spaced stacks thereon, and a plurality oftcoactingstud 
and socket fasteners on the game board and bottom edge 
of the extension respectively for fastening the extension 
to the game board proper in folded condition over the 
stacks of cards, whereby the folded extension may serve 
as ‘a pocket for cards retained between said tabs, said 
game board having short projections adjacent the :?rst 
base, third base, left ?eld, center ?eld, and right ?eld 
playing positions for facilitating handling ‘of ‘the game 
board. 
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